Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) is a powerful tool for hyperspectral unmixing (HU). This method factorizes a hyperspectral cube into constituent endmembers and their fractional abundances. In this paper, we propose a two-stage nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm. During the first stage, k-means clustering is first employed to obtain the estimated endmember matrix. This matrix serves as the initial matrix for NMF during the second stage, where we design a new cost function for the purpose of refining the solutions of NMF. The two-stage NMF model is solved with multiplicative update rules, and the monotonic convergence of this algorithm is proven with an auxiliary function. Numerical tests demonstrate that our two-stage NMF algorithm can achieve accurate and stable solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of hyperspectral imaging is to obtain the spectrum for each pixel in an image to find physical objects, identify land cover materials, or detect processes. The hyperspectral images are scenes with a relatively large instantaneous field of view, with sizes ranging from 4m×4m to 20m×20m, along with much finer spectral resolution of approximately 10nm, within more than 200 contiguous wavelength bands. Each pixel in the image is a vector with a high spectral resolution. The rich spectral resolution enables better analysis of the land covers in an area. This is because a single one pixel in the hyperspectral images typically consists of a mixture of the reflectance spectra of several materials [1] . To determine which land cover materials are present in satellite images, hyperspectral unmixing (HU) is necessary.
The HU process consists of identifying a few spectrally distinct materials, estimating their spectral signatures and giving respective abundance fractions. The spectral reflectance of one specific material is called an endmember signature, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Massimo Cafaro . and the mixture coefficients corresponding to a certain endmember in all of the pixels of an image is called the abundance map. HU models can be either linear or nonlinear [2] - [4] . In linear spectral unmixing, the macroscopically pure materials are assumed to be homogeneously distributed in separate patches in the images, while the microscopically pure components are intimately mixed inside the pixel in nonlinear unmixing model. Most of the current works have been devoted to linear mixing models, largely due to their simplicity. Hyperspectral unmixing can be readily formulated as a nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) problem, which is also a linear transformation process.
The NMF problem can be defined as follows: given a nonnegative data matrix W ∈ R m×n + , NMF aims to find the reduced rank nonnegative matrices U ∈ R m×r + and V ∈ R r×n + , such that
In the context of HU, W is the input matrix that represents the hyperspectral image, U is the endmember matrix, and V is the abundance matrix [4] . VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Using Euclidean distance to measure the distance between W and UV , we can formulate the NMF problem (1) as follows:
where inequalities U ≥ 0 and V ≥ 0 mean that all of the elements of U and V are nonnegative, and · F is the Frobenius norm. The advantages of applying NMF to HU are twofold: first, the nonnegative constraints of the endmember and abundance matrices are satisfied; second, NMF simultaneously accomplishes the endmember extraction and estimation of the abundance maps.
However, NMF has its limitations: the number of the endmembers r must be assigned in advance, and the nonconvexity of the cost function (2) could lead to solutions that are only locally optimal.
Various types of algorithms have been proposed to solve NMF in the literature, such as multiplicative update (MU) algorithms [5] , gradient descent methods [6] and alternating least squares [7] . Specifically, for solving (2) , most research efforts have adopted two-block coordinate descent methods. These methods treat U and V as two blocks separately and use the framework of two-block alternating nonnegative least squares (ANLS). Different types of optimization methods have been used to solve the nonnegative least squares, such as projected gradient descent methods [6] , projected gradient Newton or quasi-Newton methods [8] , [9] , and active set type methods [10] , [11] .
MU algorithms have been widely adopted to solve nonnegative matrix factorization and its many variants, because such algorithms are easy to implement and often yield good results. The prototypical MU algorithm, initially proposed by Lee and Seung [5] , alternately updates the (a, b)−th element of U and V as follows:
When implementing MU algorithms, a small positive quantity ε is usually added to avoid division by zero in each iteration.
It is known that the nonconvexity of the objective function (2) results in the instability of solutions. To address this issue, two main streams of approaches have been proposed.
First, a good initialization matrix can improve the speed and accuracy of the solutions because it produces faster convergence to the improved local minima [12] . To refine the solution of NMF, some previous studies have started NMF with a reasonable initialization phase. Wild et al. [13] proposed the centroid initialization based on k-means clustering. Based on singular value decomposition, Boutsidis and Gallopoulos [14] initiated NMF with a basic form that contains no randomization and converges to the same solution. This warm start method can be combined with all of the existing NMF algorithms. In [14] , r columns or rows were selected from the original matrix W with certain restrictions. Inspired by the column selection technique of CUR, [12] presented an initialization stage based on two measurements: the spectral angle distance (SAD), and the symmetrized Kullback-Leibler divergence. In addition, some studies have used hierarchical clustering, principle component analysis, independent component analysis, spherical k-means, fuzzy C-means, and vertex component analysis to produce a good initialization matrix that contains better localized basis vectors in U [15] - [17] .
Second, adding regularized terms to NMF helps to improve the solutions of NMF. The regularized NMF can be written as
where the regularized terms J 1 (U ) and J 2 (V ) can depend on certain properties of the data, such as geometrical information and physical meanings. To find a decomposition in which the hidden components are sparse, Hoyer proposed nonnegative sparse coding: the regularized term is defined as J 2 (V ) = ij V ij , and the factor matrices are updated using the MU method [18] , [19] . NMF with sparsity constraints has been successfully applied in HU [20] - [27] , making the obtained abundance matrix sparse and improving the local minima. In consideration of the geometric structure in the data, Cai et al. proposed a graph regularized NMF method, which is essential for the data clustering and classification problem [28] , [29] . Extensions of Graph regularized NMF have received significant attention in data mining [30] - [33] . Schachtner et al. [34] proposed the minimum volume constrained nonnegative matrix factorization: the volume of the parallelepiped is obtained by vol(U ) = det(U T U ). With J 1 (U ) = vol(U ) 2 , problem (4) finds the local minima with a small volume, and these types of NMF have strong geometrical interpretation in HU [3] , [35] , [37] . Orthogonal nonnegative matrix factorization (ONMF) works well in HU [38] - [40] .
proposed an MU algorithm to solve ONMF [41] . The orthogonal constraint ensures the linear independence of the factor matrices, while it is also similar to the sparsity constraints because the factor matrices are nonnegative.
In this paper, we present two-stage multiplicative update nonnegative matrix factorization algorithms. An effective constrained NMF formulation with reasonable endmember information is proposed. In the first stage, k-means clustering is used to find the initial endmember matrix U 0 . In the second stage, a regularized NMF problem is defined that makes full use of U 0 obtained in the first stage. U 0 plays two roles in our algorithm: U 0 is the initialization matrix of U in the second stage of our algorithm, and it also contributes to the regularized term J 1 (U ) = U − U 0 2 F of our NMF problem. The advantages of our two-stage NMF algorithm include the following:
1) Different warm start methods of NMF can be adopted in the first stage. When using the method that automatically determines the initial number of clusters, there is no need to define the rank r of factorized matrices prior to the decomposition. 2) The regularized term improves the similarity between the first-factor matrix and the estimated endmember matrix.
Finally, multiplicative update will be used to solve our NMF problem. We apply our new algorithm to hyperspectral unmixing, and the numerical results show that our approach works better than the existing approaches.
II. TWO-STAGE MULTIPLICATIVE UPDATE ALGORITHM FOR NONNEGATIVE MATRIX FACTORIZATION A. MULTIPLICATIVE UPDATE RULES
Consider the two-stage nonnegative matrix factorization model below:
where U 0 provided by k-means is the estimated matrix of U . The objective function can be written as follows:
The gradient of f (U , V ) with respect to U and V are given by the following:
Then, the multiplicative updates arise from the gradient descent method, and the update for U that reduces (5) can be written as follows:
Now, we are ready to state our two-stage multiplicative update algorithm for nonnegative matrix factorization.
B. ALGORITHM

Algorithm 2.1 Two-stage multiplicative update nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm (TSMU)
Stage 1: Use k-means clustering to estimate the endmember matrix Given the original matrix W and r, we obtain r cluster centers with k-means clustering and set them as the estimated endmember matrix U 0 ,
Multiplicative update of the regularized NMF cost function
Step 1 Start with U 0 , k := 0.
Step 2 Update U and V as follows. Repeat until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
Such Euclidean distance is invariant under these updates if and only if U and V are a stationary point in the distance.
Because the update of V is same as that in Lee and Seung [5] , we ignore the proof of the convergence under the update rule (6) . To prove Theorem 1, we will make use of an auxiliary function.
Definition 1: G(u, u k ) is an auxiliary function for F(u) if the following conditions are met: Proof:
Lemma 2: Function
is an auxiliary function for
and here
. It is important to note that the elements of our choice for K are always greater than those of K in [5] . It follows that
Case 1: a = b, the equality is satisfied as follows from the result of [5] .
Case 2: a = b,
It follows that (8) holds. It remains to be shown that the update rule in (7) selects the minimum of G(u, u k ). This minimum can be easily found by taking the gradient and setting it to zero.
Finally, we have that
which is the desired update rule. This completes the proof. 
III. NUMERICAL TESTS
Having presented our two-stage multiplicative update algorithm for nonnegative matrix factorization (TSMU), we now turn our attention to demonstrate how it can be applied to hyperspectral unmixing. The proposed algorithm is tested on synthetic and real data.
A. DATASET AND EVALUATIONS
The synthetic dataset is generated in the following way. We select five spectral signatures that include 431 spectral bands from the digital spectral library (USGS) [43] . Fig. 1 displays the spectral signatures of the five endmembers. Each column of V is distributed using the Dirichlet distribution. Each column with an element larger than p (the purity index) is resampled as long as this condition does not hold. This guarantees that no data point is close to a column of U . Then W is set as follows:
where N = · randn(m, n) in Matlab notation [36] .
Three real-world datasets-Samson, Urban, and Japser Ridge [44] - [46] -comprise the hyperspectral data collected by the HYDICE sensor and can be downloaded from http://www.agc.army.mil.
Samson has 95 × 95 pixels, and each pixel is recorded at 156 channels covering the wavelengths from 401 nm to 889 nm. There are three endmembers in this image, that is, Soil, Tree, and Water.
Urban is one of the most widely used hyperspectral datasets in hyperspectral unmixing studies. It contains 307 × 307 pixels, each of which corresponds to a 2 × 2 m 2 area. In this image, there are 210 wavelengths ranging from 400 nm to 2500 nm, resulting in a spectral resolution of 10 nm. After removing certain channels of badly noised (i.e. 1 − 4, 76, 87, 101 − 111, 136 − 153 and 198 − 210), 162 channels remain.
Jasper Ridge has a resolution of 100 × 100 pixels. Each pixel is recorded at 224 channels, ranging from 380 nm to 2500 nm. After removing the dense water vapor and atmosphere affected channels 1 − 3, 108 − 112, 154 − 166 and 220 − 224, 198 channels remain. There are four endmembers latent in this data: Road, Soil, Water and Tree.
The performance of the unmixing algorithms is evaluated in terms of the endmember estimation accuracy using the spectral angle distance (SAD) and the mean value of all of the endmembers' spectral angle distance (mSAD):
The SAD k shows the similarity of the k-th endmember signature U k and its estimate U k . A smaller SAD k corresponds to a greater number of the similarities between U k and its estimate U k .
To evaluate the abundance estimates, we use root mean squared error (RMSE k ), it is given as follows:
where n is the number of pixels in the images, V k is the ground truth of the k−th abundance map, and V k is the estimation.
The mean value of all of the endmembers' RMSE are also employed, which is defined as
Because most of the NMF methods are sensitive to the initial matrices, we run all the algorithms N times and compute the average of each endmember SAD k and RMSE k , which are simplified as aSAD k and aRMSE k .
where subscript i indicates the i-th run. The average of mSAD and mRMSE are also computed:
We use the abundance maps to determine whether the unmixing is completed. In the following section, each experiment is repeated 10 times to ensure a reliable comparison.
B. PARAMETER ANALYSIS
In our proposed algorithm, there is one essential parameter λ 1 that controls the similarity between U and U 0 . To estimate a suitable λ 1 , we test the influence of λ 1 using the synthetic image that contains 100 × 100 pixels with p less than 0.4 and = 0.1. Fig. 2 indicates how the performance of TSMU varies with parameter λ 1 for the synthetic data.
As observed in Fig. 2 , the amSAD gradually improves. The value of amSAD starts to increase when λ 1 increases to a certain value. It should be noted that TSMU equals to MU method that solves the standard NMF model (2) . The values of amSAD decreases obviously with the entering of the regularized term λ 1 U −U 0 2 F . The selection of parameter λ 1 still remains a key problem. In the following experiments, we set λ 1 = 200.
C. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS OF TSMU
Synthetic Data Experiments
First, we use the synthetic data with different noise level and purity level p to test TSMU. Fig. 3 shows the amSAD values of the estimated endmember signatures.
Second, to verify the performance of our regularized term, the proposed algorithm is compared to the following related methods, which focus on the regularization of U . The information for all of these methods is summarized as follows: 1) MU: The multiplicative update (MU) method of [5] is a standard multiplicative update method. It is a benchmark method for NMF. 2) ONMF: The regularized term U T U − I 2 F in orthogonal nonnegative matrix factorization(ONMF) ensures the linear independence of the factor matrix [41] .
3) minvol-NMF: The reuglarized term det(U T U ) in minimum volume constrained NMF [34] helps the estimated endmember matrix maintain a small volume. 4) TSMU: Two stage multiplicative update (TSMU) algorithm with k-means. From Fig. 4 , we obverse that ONMF, minvol and TSMU are stable and the values of aSAD k improve obviously.
Third, it is known that U 0 plays a key role in the second stage of TSMU, U 0 in the regularization term helps to enhance the accuracy of endmember matrix U . As a result, the validity of the clustering centers affect the efficiency of TSMU. We compare the following three two stage multiplicative update algorithm with different initialization methods.
1) TSMU 1 : k-means returns an initialization matrix U 0 at the first stage of TSMU, and U 0 contributes to our regularized term. 2) TSMU 2 : Spherical k-means is employed in the first stage of TSMU. 3) TSMU 3 : Vertex component analysis (VCA) [48] is employed in the first stage of TSMU. Set = 0.01, Fig. 6 gives the comparison of different initialization methods combined with our TSMU algorithm.
Real Data Experiments
In this experiments, we evaluate the performances of MU, ONMF, minvol, TSMU 1 , TSMU 2 and TSMU 3 in real data experiments with the benchmark metric SAD. The results for the Samson, Urban, and Jasper Ridge datasets are shown in Table 1 , Table 2, and Table 3 , respectively. The best results on the quality index are labeled in bold. It can be observed that most of the time, TSMU 1 , TSMU 2 and TSMU 3 achieve lower SAD values than the other three algorithms, indicating that the regularized term is beneficial for enhancing the endmember extraction.
D. PERFORMANCE OF TSMU WITH DIFFERENT DISTANCE MEASURES
k-means clustering aims to partition the n observations into a r(≤ n) set, S = {S 1 , · · · , S r }, to minimize the objective function:
where U i is the mean of the points in S i . In the HU experiment, U i is an n-dimensional column vector. Meanwhile, different distance measures (dis) are available for k-means clustering, here, we employ three distance measures, namely, sqeuclidean, cityblock, and cosine. Using these three distance measures, k-means obtains different U 0 at the first stage. The experimental procedure is repeated 10 times, and the amSAD values of the different distance measures are shown in Fig. 7 . The amSAD values of these are much smaller than those for MU. Specially, the values for k-means with cosine are the best.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We present a two-stage NMF algorithm for HU. The warm start of k-means provides an estimation of the endmember signature U 0 . U 0 plays two roles in our algorithm: it is treated as the initial matrix of U , and at the same time, it is added into the regularized term of the NMF cost function. The cost function clearly decreases with the initial matrix U 0 , and the regularized term enhances the accuracy of the endmember extraction.
There are two limitations in our proposed method: 1) The accuracy of the endmember matrix is related to the clustering method in the first stage.
2) We use the multiplicative updating rule to compute the factor matrices. This method is stable and easy to implement. However, the convergence results can still be improved with suitable optimization methods. To highlight the efficiency of our two-stage NMF algorithm, we will focus on two kinds of works in two stages: 1) In the first stage, different cluster methods can be tested to improve the accuracy of the endmember signature accuracy. Finding a cluster method that can achieve dynamic cluster will help with the existing NMF algorithm, so we need not define the number of the endmembers in advance. 2) In the second stage, our cost function concentrates on the refining of the endmember matrix. Because the abundance matrix is sparse and contains geometrical information, the unmixing results will be improved if an appropriate regularized term is added to V . To accelerate the convergence results, we will employ the projected gradient [6] or projected Newton/quasi-Newton [8] , [9] , [49] methods to solve the nonnegative least squares. 
